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London, 17th November 2022  

If you are covering the UK autumn budget and reporting on foreign aid, you may find the 

below statement from the International Planned Parenthood Federation, said: 

“The UK government has already decimated the aid budget and its reputation through severe 
economic mishandling, cutting billions from the very things that protect people during 
economic, political and social upheaval, including life-saving sexual and reproductive 
healthcare.  

“It is also the only country to be spending the majority of its dedicated overseas aid budget 
within its own borders, taking advantage of legislation to pay for refugee and asylum costs in 
the UK rather than increasing domestic and overseas budgets accordingly. 

“The UK government cannot continue to fight the fire of one humanitarian crisis by diverting 
much-needed resources from other vulnerable people, nor continue to balance its books on 
the backs of the poorest people in the world - who, as MP Andrew Mitchell stated, will be 
damaged, maimed, or die as a result.  

“This government promised to give women and girls the freedom they need to succeed and 
prevent the worst forms of human suffering worldwide. If it is to deliver on its promises and 
revive its sunken reputation, it must spend dedicated budgets correctly, support people in the 
UK and beyond appropriately, and MP Andrew Mitchell and the Chancellor must ensure a 
return to the 0.7% as soon as possible.” 

Ends- 

For media enquiries, please contact Karmen Ivey on kivey@ippf.org or media@ippf.org   
 
About the International Planned Parenthood Federation 
 
The International Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF) is a global service provider and advocate of 
sexual and reproductive health and rights for all.   
 
For 70 years, IPPF, through its 108 Member Associations and 7 partners, has delivered high-quality 
sexual and reproductive healthcare and helped advance sexual rights, especially for people with 
intersectional and diverse needs that are currently unmet. Our Member Associations and partners are 
independent organizations that are locally owned, which means the support and care they provide is 
informed by local expertise and context. 
 
We advocate for a world where people are provided with the information they need to make informed 
decisions about their sexual health and bodies. We stand up and fight for sexual and reproductive rights 
and against those who seek to deny people their human right to bodily autonomy and freedom. We 
deliver care that is rooted in rights, respect, and dignity - no matter what. 
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